
SENATE No. 203.
«

Senate, March 29, 1894.

The committee on Cities, to whom was referred the
petition of W. T. Sears and others for an amendment of
the building laws of the city of Boston (accompanied by
House Bill, No. 225), report the accompanying Bill.

For the Committee,

GEORGE P. SANGER.
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AN ACT
Relative to the Building Laws for the City of Boston.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the
same, as follows:

1 Section 1. Section one of chapter four hun-
-2 di ed and nineteen of the acts of the year eighteen
3 hundred and ninety-two is amended by striking
■± out the words “ department for the inspection of
5 buildings ” in the second and third lines of said
G section, and inserting in place thereof the words
7 “ inspection of buildings department,” so as to
8 read as follows: Section 1. There shall be in
9 the city of Boston a department called the in-

10 spection of buildings department, which shall be
11 furnished at the expense of said city, with office
12 room and such supplies for the transaction of its
13 business as the city council may provide. The
14 compensation of its officers shall be provided for
15 by said city by ordinance.

Commomucaltl) of ittaesacljuoctts.

In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Ninety-four.
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1 Sect. 2. Section thirteen of said chapter, as

2 amended by section one of chapter four hundred
3 and sixty-four of the acts of the year eighteen
4 hundred and ninety-three, is further amended
5 by inserting after the words “or to withhold
6 the same,” the following words: —“In such
7 cases as are not provided for in this act and
8 in allowing the use of constructive materials
9 not mentioned in this act, and only in such

10 cases, the board of appeal may exercise dis-
-11 cretionary powers,” so as to read as follows:
12 Section 13. Any applicant for a permit from
13 the inspector of buildings required by this act,
14 whose application has been refused, or any person
15 who has been ordered by the inspector to incur
16 any expense, may, within fifteen days after being
17 notified of such refusal or order, appeal from the
18 decision of the inspector by giving to the inspec-

-19 tor notice in writing that he does so appeal. Any
20 person, the value of whose property may be
21 affected by work to be done under any permit
22 granted by the inspector of buildings, may, within
23 three days after the issuing of such permit, appeal
21 by giving to the inspector notice in writing that
25 he does so appeal. All cases in which appeals
26 have been taken as above provided shall be re-
-27 ferred to the board of appeal, and said board
28 shall, after hearing, direct the inspector to issue
29 his permit under such conditions, if any, as they
30 may require, or to withhold the same. In such
31 cases as are not provided for in this act, and
32 in allowing the use of constructive materials
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33 not mentioned in this act, and only in such cases
the board of appeal may exercise discretionary
powers. Whenever the inspector shall have
rendered a decision involving the construction
and effect of any portion of this act, any citizen
of Boston may obtain the opinion of the board
of appeal as to the true construction of the
language under which such decision was ren-
dered in the following - manner: such citizen shall
file with the board of appeal an application in
writing for such opinion, setting forth the lan-
guage concerning which an opinion is desired,
and also a statement, if practicable, of the con-
struction adopted by the inspector. Such applica-
tion must be filed within ninety days of the date
of the decision referred to. The board shall,
after notice to the inspector, and such further
notice and hearing as they may deem proper,
place upon their records for public inspection,
and send to said inspector, a written statement of
their opinion as to the true meaning and effect of
the language set forth in the application, and said
inspector shall thereafter conform to said opinion
in issuing permits. All expense arising from
proceedings to obtain an opinion of the board, as
above provided, shall be paid by the applicant.
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1 Sect. 3. Section fifteen of said chapter four

2 hundred and nineteen of the acts of the year
3 eighteen hundred and ninety-two is stricken out

4 and the following inserted in place thereof: Sec-
-5 lion 75. Hereafter in the city of Boston no
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G building shall be erected or altered, and no build-

-7 ing damaged by lire or other casualty shall be
8 repaired or restored to its former condition, and
9 no work which impairs the strength or increases

10 the fire-risk of any wall, structure, or building
11 shall be done, except upon a permit from the in-
-12 spector, and in conformity with the provisions of
13 this act: provided, however,

that this act shall not
14 apply to bridges, quays, or wharves, or buildings
15 on land ceded to the United States.

1 Sect. 4. Section sixteen of said chapter is
2 stricken out, and the following inserted in place
3 thereof: Section 16. Any alteration made to a

4 structure shall conform to the provisions of this
5 act for a new structure; but if the alteration to
G be made is of such extent as, when done, to prac-
-7 tically produce a new structure or impair the
8 stability or increase the fire-risk of the structure
9 as a whole, then the entire structure shall be made

10 to conform to the provisions of this act for a new
11 structure. A building damaged by fire or other
12 casualty may be repaired or restored so as to con-
-13 form to its original condition, or may be recon-
-14 structed in certain or all its parts, so as to con-

-15 form to the requirements of this act for new
16 buildings, as the inspector, with the approval of
17 the board of appeal, may specify in his permit.

1 Sect. 5. Section seventeen of said chapter is
2 amended by striking out the definition of “ cellar ”

3 in the tenth, eleventh and twelfth lines, and in-
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4 serting in place thereof the following: “ ‘ Cellar
5 or ‘ basement ’ is a lower story, of which one-half
6 or more of the height from the cellar bottom to
7 the under side of the floor-joists of the story

above, is below the grade of the street or ground8

at the principal front of the building, provided9
10 said grade of the ground is not below the grade
11 of the street at said front.” Also by striking out
12 the definition of ‘‘height of a building” in the
13 eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth lines, and
14 inserting in place thereof the following: “ ‘ Height
15 of a building ’ means the vertical distance of the
16 highest point of the roof above the highest grade
17 of the street or ground at the principal front of
18 the building, provided said grade of the ground
19 is not below the grade of the street at said front.”

20 Also by inserting before the word “tenement
21 house” in the thirty-eighth line the following:
22 “ ‘ Story of a building ’ means that portion of
28 the building between the level of the bottom
24 of the floor beams and the top of the ceiling
25 beams of that story.” Also by inserting at the

end of the section the following: “‘Theatre’26
27 means a building or portion of a building in
28 which it is designed to make a business of the
29 presentation of dramatic, operatic or other per-
30 formances or shows for the entertainment of

spectators, and having a permanent stage for31
said performances, which can be used for scenery32
and other stage appliances,” so as to read as fol-33
lows: Section 17. In this act the following terms34
shall have the meanings respectively assigned to35
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36 them: “Alteration” means any change or

37 addition. “ Building of the first class ” means
38 building of fireproof construction throughout.
39 “ Building of the second class” means all build-
-40 ings not of the first class, the external and party
41 walls of which are of brick, stone, iron, or other
42 equally substantial and incombustible material.
43 “ Building of the third class” means any building
44 not of the first or second class. “ Cellar ” or
45 “ basement ” is a lower story of which one-half
46 or more of the height from the cellar bottom to
47 the under side of the floor joists of the story
48 above is below the grade of the street or ground
49 at the principal front of the building; provided
50 said grade of the ground is not below the grade
51 of the street at said front. “Foundation” means
52 that portion of a wall below the level of the
53 street curb, and where the wall is not on a street

54 that portion of the wall below the level of the
55 highest ground next to the wall; but if under
56 party or partition walls, may be construed by the
57 inspector to mean that portion below the cellar
58 floor. “ Height of a building - ” means the ver-
59 tical distance of the highest point of the roof
60 above the highest grade of the street or ground

61 at the principal front of the building; provided
62 said grade of the ground is not below the
63 grade of the street at said front. “ Height of
64 a wall ” means the height from the mean grade
65 of the sidewalk or adjoining ground to the
66 highest point of the wall. “ Inspector ” means
67 the inspector of buildings of the city of Boston.
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68 “Lodging-house” means a building in which per
69 sous are accommodated with sleeping apartments,
70 and includes hotels and apartment houses where
71 cooking is not done in the several apartments.
72 “Party wall” means every wall used, or built in
73 order to be used, as a separation of two or more
74 buildings. “Partition wall” means any interior
75 wall of masonry in a building. “Externa! wall”
76 means every outer wall or vertical enclosure of

a building other than a party wall. “Repairs”
means the reconstruction or renewal of any exist-
ing part of a building, or of its fixtures or appur-
tenances, by w'hich the strength or fire risk is not
affected or modified, and not made, in the opinion
of the inspector, for the purpose of converting
the building in whole or in part to a new one.

i i
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“ Story of a building ” means that portion of a
building between the level of the bottom of the
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floor beams and the top of the ceiling beams
of that story. “ Tenement house ” means a build-
ing which, or any portion of 'which, is occupied,
or intended to be occupied, as a dwelling by
more than three families living independently of
one another, and doing their cooking upon the
premises; or by more than two families above
the second floor, so living and cooking. “ Thick-
ness ” of a wall means the minimum thickness
of such wall. “Theatre” means a building or

portion of a building in which it is designed to
make a business of fhe presentation of dramatic,
operatic, or other performances or shows for the
entertainment of spectators, and having a per-
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100 raanent stage for said performances which can
101 be used for scenery and other stage appliances.

1 Sect. 6. Section twenty of said chapter is
2 amended by striking out after the words “ within
3 the limits shall be granted,” in the sixth line, the
4 words “ if the amount of the outlay proposed,”
5 and inserting in place of the words stricken out
G the words “ if the cost of the proposed alteration,
7 using new materials ”; so as to read as follows:
8 Section 20. No alteration or repairs shall be
9 made on any third class building within the build-

10 ing limits without a permit from the inspector of
11 buildings, and no permit to increase the height or

12 area of any such building shall be granted. No
13 permit for the alteration or repair of a third class
11 building within the limits shall be granted if
15 the cost of the proposed alteration, using new
16 materials, exceeds fifty per cent, of the cost of
17 renewing the building.

1 Sect. 7. Section twenty-four of said chapter
2 is amended by inserting after the word “ en-
-3 larged,” in the fifth line, the words “ or con-
-4 verted to use,” and by striking out the word
5 “ transient ” in the sixth line; so as to read as fol-
6 lows: Section 24. Every building hereafter erected
7 over seventy feet high shall be a first class building;
8 and this provision shall apply to all buildings
9 hereafter increased in height to over seventy

10 feet. Every building hereafter erected, or en-
-11 larged, or converted to use as a hotel, for the
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12 accommodation of guests, and containing more
13 than fifty rooms above the first floor, shall bo a
14 first class building.

1 Sect. 8. Section twenty-five of said chapter
2 is stricken out and the following inserted in place
3 thereof: Section 25. ISTo building or other
4 structure hereafter erected, except a church spire,
5 shall be of a height exceeding two and one half
G times the width of the widest street on which the
7 building or structure stands, whether such street
8 is a public street or place, or a private way exist-
-9 ing at the passage of this act or thereafter ap-

10 proved as provided by law, nor exceeding one

11 hundred and twenty-five feet in any case: such
12 width to be the width from the face of the build-
-13 ing or structure to the line of the street on the
14 other side, or if the street is of uneven width, such
15 width to be the average width of the part of the
16 street opposite the building or structure. If the
17 effective width of the street is increased by an
18 area or setback the space between the face of the
19 main building and the lawfully established line of
20 the street may be built upon to the height of
21 twenty feet.

1 Sect. 9. Section twenty-seven of said chapter
2 is amended by inserting before the word “ build-
-3 ings,” in the sixth line, the words “ The walls of,”
4 so as to read as follows: Section 27. Where
5 the nature of the ground requires it, all build-
-6 ings shall be supported on foundation piles, not
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7 more than three feet apart on centres in the direc-
-8 tion of the wall, and the number, diameter'and
9 bearing of such piles shall be sufficient to sup-

10 port the superstructure proposed. The walls of
11 buildings over seventy feet in height shall rest,
12 where the nature of the ground permits, upon
13 at least three rows of piles, or an equivalent nura-

-14 ber of piles arranged in less than three rows.
15 The inspector shall determine the grade at which
16 the piles shall be cut. All piles shall be capped
17 with block granite levellers, each leveller having
18 a firm bearing on the pile or piles it covers.
19 The inspector may require any applicant for a

20 permit to ascertain by boring the nature of the
21 ground on which he proposes to build.

1 Sect. 10. Section twenty-eight of said chap-
-2 ter is amended by inserting at the beginning of
3 the section the words “ The walls and piers of,”
4so as to read as follows: Section 28. The
5 walls and piers of every building shall have a
6 foundation, the bearing of which shall not be less
7 than four feet below any adjoining surface ex-
-8 posed to frost, and such foundation, with the
9 superstructure which it supports, shall not over-

10 load the material on which it rest

1 Sect. 11. Section twenty-nine of said chapter
2 as amended by striking out the words “lloor of
3 the basement story,” in the third line, and insert-
-4 ing in place thereof the words “ cellar bottom,”
sso as to read as follows: —Section 29. The
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6 inspector of buildings shall designate in every
7 permit for the erection of a new building, the
8 lowest grade at which the cellar bottom of such
9 building may be laid.

1 Sect. 12. Section thirty-one of said chapter
2 is amended by adding at the end of the section
3 the words “All metal foundations and all con
4 structional iron work under ground shall be pm
5 tected from dampness by concrete in addition to
6 two coats of red lead, or other material approved
7 by the inspector,” so as to read as follows:
8 Section 31. The cellar of every dwelling here-
9 after built on filled or made land, or where the

10 grade or nature of the ground requires, shall be
11 sufficiently protected from water and damp by a
12 bed at least two inches thick over the whole of con-
18 Crete, cement and gravel, tar and gravel, or asphalt,
14 or by bricks laid in cement. The space between
15 any floor and the cellar bottom shall be well venti-
16 lated. No cellar or basement floor of any build-
17 ing shall be constructed below the grade of twelve
18 feet above mean low water: provided, however,
19 that the board of aldermen may, by license, sub-
20 ject to revocation by them at any time for suffi-
21 cient reason of public health, authorize cellar or
22 basement floors to be constructed in buildings,
23 no part of which is to be used as a dwelling, so
24 much below said grade as they may designate in
25 such license. All metal foundations and all
26 constructional ironwork under ground shall
27 be protected from dampness by concrete in
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28 addition to two coats of red lead or other material
29 approved by the inspector.

1 Sect. 13. Section thirty-eight of said chapter
2 is amended by inserting after the word “ space,”
3 in the third line, the words “in a wall carrying
4 a floor,” so as to read as follows: Section 38.
5 Vaulted walls shall contain, exclusive of withes,
6 the same amount of material as is required for
7 solid walls, and the walls on either side of the air
8 space in a wall carrying a floor shall be not less
9 than eight inches thick, and shall be securely

10 tied together with tics not more than two feet
11 apart.

1 Sect. 14. Section thirty-nine of said chapter
2 is amended by striking out after the word “ walls,”
8 in the first line, all the words following to the end
4 of the sentence, and inserting in place thereof the
5 words “ ashlar shall not be included unless it be
6 at least eight inches thick. In walls required to
7 be sixteen inches thick or over the full thickness
8 of the ashlar shall be allowed; in walls less than
9 sixteen inches thick only half the thickness of the

10 ashlar shall be included,” so as to read as fol-
-11 lows: Section 39. In reckoning the thickness
12 of walls ashlar shall not be included unless it be
13 at least eight inches thick. In walls required to
14 be sixteen inches thick or over the full thickness
15 of the ashlar shall be allowed; in walls less than
16 sixteen inches thick only half the thickness of the
17 ashlar shall be included. Ashlar shall be at least
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18 four inches thick and properly held by metal
19 clamps to the backing or properly bonded to the
20 same.

1 Sect. 15. Section forty-one of said chapter as
2 amended by section two of chapter four hundred
3 and sixty-four of the acts of the year eighteen
4 hundred and ninety-three is further amended by
5 inserting after the word “lathing,” in the fifth
6 line of said section as amended the words “pro-
-7 vided, that wood furrings for nailings may be
8 bedded flush in mortar, leaving no air space
9 behind any woodwork,” so as to read as follows:

10 Section 41. In first and second class buildings
11 all party and bearing partition walls above the
12 foundations shall be of brick, and no such party
13 or partition wall shall hereafter be furred with
14 wood, but all such walls shall be plastered on ma-
-15 sonry or on metal lathing: provided, that wood
16 furrings for nailings may be bedded flush in mor-
-17 tar, leaving no air space behind any woodwork.
18 INo wall in any second-class building shall be in-
-19 creased in height unless the entire building is so

20 altered as to conform to the requirements of this
21 act.

1 Sect. 16. Section forty-four of chapter four

2 hundred and nineteen of the acts of the year
3 eighteen hundred and ninety-two is hereby

4 amended by adding at the end of the section the
5 words “All flues in a party wall shall be lined with
6 terra-cotta flue linings,” so as to read as follows:
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7 Section 44. ]No recess, chase or flue shall be
8 made in any party wall so deep that it will leave
9 the thickness at the back less than eigdit inches

10 at any point, and no recess, chase or flue not ver-
-11 tical shall be made without the special permit of
12 the inspector. iNo vertical recess, other than
13 flues, in stacks shall be nearer than seven feet to
11 any other recess, unless by special permit of the
15 inspector. All flues in a party wall shall he lined
16 with terra-cotta flue linings.

1 Sect. 17. Section fifty-one of said chapter is
2 stricken ont and the following inserted in place
3 thereof: Section 51. All weight-bearing metal
4 in first and second class buildings hereafter built
5 shall be protected by brick, terra-cotta, or plaster-
-6 ing on metal laths or furring, or other incom-
-7 bustible material approved by the board of appeal:
8 provided, however, that the inspector may, with
9 the approval of the board of appeal, authorize the

10 omission of such protection from the whole or
11 any part of said weight-bearing metal in one
12 story structures or in buildings specially designed
13 and constructed for a use which will destroy,
14 nullify or render useless such form of protection.

1 Sect. 18. Section fifty-two of said chapter is
2 amended by striking out all the words from the
3 beginning of the section to the words “shall be
4 protected,” and inserting in place thereof the
5 words “ Isolated upright supports of other mate-
-6 rial than brick, below the first floor in first and
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7 second class buildings hereafter erected”; so as
8 to read as follows: Section 52. Isolated upright
9 supports- of other material than brick below the

10 first floor in first and second class buildings here-
-11 after erected shall be protected by a jacket of
12 brick or terra-cotta, at least four inches thick, or
13 by a coating of plaster one inch thick on wire or
14 metal lathing, or other substantial fire-proof ma-
-15 terial.

1 Sect. 19. Section sixty-five of said chapter
2 is amended by inserting after the word “floor”
3 in the sixth line the words “ except in a church or
4 drill shed one story in height, in which the top
5 of the first floor is not more than six feet above
6 the grade at the building,” so as to read as follows:
7 Section 65. The roof of every second class
8 building hereafter built shall be covered with tin,
9 iron, slate, gravel composition, or like substantial

10 roofing material not readily inflammable; if such
11 roof comprises more than one story or is over
12 twenty feet in height in any part from the nearest
13 floor, except in a church or drill shed one story in
14 height, in which the top of the first floor is not
15 more than six feet above the grade at the build-
-16 ing, such roof shall be of the construction re-
-17 quired for first-class buildings.

1 Sect. 20. Section sixty-eight of said chapter
2 is amended by inserting after the word “ against ”

3 in the twelfth line the words “ any chimney,” and
4 after the word “ chimney ” in the thirteenth line
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5 the words “ in a first or second class building” so

6as to read as follows: Section 68. ISTo chimney
7 shall be corbelled from a wall more than the
8 thickness of the wall, nor be hung from a
9 wall less than twelve inches thick, nor rest

10 upon wood. All chimneys shall be built of
11 brick, stone, or other incombustible material.
12 Brick chimneys shall have walls at least eight
13 inches thick, unless terra-cotta flue-linings are

14 used, in which case four inches of brick-
-15 work may be omitted. Other chimneys shall
16 have walls at least eight inches thick, and shall
17 have in addition a lining of four inches of brick-
-18 work or a terra-cotta flue-lining. The inside of
19 all brick flues shall have struck joints. ISTo wood
20 furring shall be used against any chimney or

21 around any chimney in a first or second class
22 building, but the plastering shall be directly on
28 the masonry or on metal lathing. All chimneys
24 shall be topped out at least four feet above the
25 highest point of contact with the roof. ]No nail
26 shall be driven into the masonry of any chimney.

1 Sect. 21. Section seventy-five of said chapter
2 as amended by section seven of chapter four hun-
-3 dred and sixty-four of the acts of the year eighteen
4 hundred and ninety-three is further amended by
5 striking out the words “ or altered by increasing
6 the height of the front, rear, or sides thereof,”
7 in the second and third lines of said last-named
8 section, so as to read as follows: Section 75. In
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9 every second-class building hereafter erected, all
10 exterior parts more than forty-five feet above the
11 sidewalk, except window-frame sashes and blinds,
12 shall be made of metal, stone, brick, or other
13 equally incombustible material.

1 Sect. 22. Section ninety of said chapter four
2 hundred and nineteen of the acts of the year
3 eighteen hundred and ninety-two is amended by
4 inserting after the words “ Every building ” in the
5 first line the word “ except armories, and

floor of the assembly hall6 churches, wherein the
7 is not more than six feet above the average grade
8 on the lines of the building,” also by striking
9 out the word “holding” in the third line and in-

10 sorting in place thereof the word “ seating,” also
11 by inserting after the word “ more ” in the third
12 line the words “ in sight or hearing of the stage,
13 allowing the minimum width for aisles and cor-

-14 ridors permitted b}r this law; ” so as to read as
15 follows: Section 90. Every building, except
16 armories, and churches wherein the floor of the
17 assembly hall is not more than six feet above
18 the average grade on the lines of the building,
19 hereafter so built or altered as to contain
20 an audience or assembly hall capable of seat-
-21 ing eight hundred persons or more in sight
22 or hearing of the stage, allowing the minimum
23 width for aisles and corridors permitted by
24 this law, and every theatre hereafter built shall
25 be a first-class building. In all theatres hereafter
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26 erected the level of the stage above the street
27 level shall not exceed five feet. The audience
28 hall and each compartment, division, and gallery
29 of every such building shall respectively have at
30 least two independent exits, as far apart as may
31 be. Every such exit shall have a width of at
32 least twenty inches for every hundred persons
33 which the hall, compartment, division, or gallery
34 from which it leads is capable of containing;
36 provided, that two or more exits of the same

37 aggregate width may be substituted for either of
38 the two exits above required. None of the exits
39 above required shall be less than five feet wide.

1 Sect. 23. Section one hundred and six of said
2 chapter is amended by striking out the words “ of
3 five stories or more in height ” in the sixth and
4 seventh lines and inserting in place thereof the
5 words “ with a height of sixty-five feet above
6 the cellar bottom, and every building when the
7 basement or first story is occupied for other than
8 domestic purposes,” and by striking out the words
9 “ and in such buildings no closet shall be con-

10 structed underneath the first story staircase ” at
11 the end of the section, so as to read as follows:
12 Section 106. Every building in the city of
13 Boston hereafter built, any portion of which is to
14 be occupied above the second story by more than
15 one family, shall be a first or second class build-
-16 ing, and every building hereafter erected or en-
-17 larged to be occupied as a lodging house, tone-
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18 ment or dwelling house, with a height of sixty-
-19 five feet above the cellar bottom, and every build-
-20 ing when the basement or first story is occupied
21 for other than domestic purposes, shall have the
22 basement and first stories constructed in the
23 manner provided for a first-class building in
21 section twenty-three of this act.


